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T am writing to you to acknowledge receipt of a report dated 24/07/2017 provided by the medical 
practitioner at Brook House Removal Centre notifying us of a special illness or condition. 
Infomlation contained within the report has been considered carefully and the decision to detain 
you has been reviewed. 

You claim that you were tortured between 2000 and 2007 in Abidjan, the Ivory Coast. 
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beat you on the buttocks with a metal object. You claim that your mouth was bleeding and you 
passed out, awakening in hospital. 

In 2002, while you were at home the Police came and arrested you for housing a rebel soldier 
from the Political party; and hiding a weapon. You were beaten on the face and nose and dragged. 
You claim that the Police held you at gun point and then took you to an underground jail where 
12 others were being held. You were left in the cell overnight and when taken out you were 
beaten whilst naked. You confessed to what the Police wanted you to say lying to save your life. 
You claim that you felt dizzy and was sent to the hospital where to stayed for two days. 

In November 2006 you went to a street protest, then went home. While at home you answered 
the door and was arrested again for being a trouble maker. You were taken to prison and beaten 
again. This included your left hand being broken. You spent 4 days in prison. You lost 
consciousness and went to the hospital. 

In February 2007 you were beaten again by the Police whilst on the street and sent to a Police 
cell. After this until 2009 you lived elsewhere and then came to the UK. 
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No body map has been rovided with this report although the Medical Practitioner has noted the 
following: 

• two scars on your back 

• one scar on the left hand on the back 

• one scar on your right foot 

• one scar on your lower left foot. 

• All scars are between 2-7 cm. 

The Medical Practitioner has stated that your scars may be due to your account of assaults. 

Your claim of ill-treatment has been considered in line with the guidance set out in the 'Detention 
Services Order 9/2016' as well as the 'Adult at Risk' policy. Under the current policy the 
definition of torture applied is that which is outlined by EO & Ors. [2013] EWHC 1236 
(Admin) which states: 

"any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally 
inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person 
information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed, 
or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based upon 
discrimination of any kind. " 

In relation to your claim of ill-treatment, your account is considered to meet the definition of 
torture as set out above and it is accepted that the evidence provided meets Level 2. As such, you 
are regarded as an Adult at Risk under the policy. 

Consequently your detention has been reviewed and the report considered when determining your 
suitability under the Adult at Risk policy. 

Immigration Factors 

In reaching a decision as to whether your detention should be maintained consideration has been 
given to your immigration history and the presumption of liberty. 

07 /02/2009 - you entered the UK on a French passport having left the Ivory Coast and travelled 
via Tripoli by Afriqiiyah to the UK without obtaining a UK visit visa. 

09/02/2009 - you claimed asylum and were also served enforcement documents (IS151A) as an 
illegal entrant. 

31 /03/2009 - your asylum claim was refused. 

1 7 /04/2009 - you lodged an appeal. This was dismissed on 26/06/2009 and you became appeal 
rights exhausted on 08/07/2009. 

12/04/2010 - further submissions submitted. These were accepted as a fresh claim and then 
refused as an asylum claim on 09/07/2010. Your appeal against this was dismissed on 19/08/2010. 

15/09/2010 - PTA Application to First Tier was refused. 

18/10/2010 - PT A Application to Upper Tier was Refused. 

27/04/2011 - further submissions received and refused on 21/06/2011. 

01/11/2011 - outside the rules application submitted and refused on 02/02/2012 

06/11/2012 - reconsideration request received and the decision maintained on 21/01 /2014 
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20/12/2012 - ILR application received and rejected on 05/04/2013. 

04/06/2013 - outside the rules application received and rejected on 04/11 /2013 

13/12/2013 - outside the rules application received and rejected on 15/01/2014. 

05/04/2014 - family/private life 1 Oyr application submitted which was refused on 03/07/2014 

24/04/2014 - outside the rules application which was rejected on 29/06/2015. 

17/05/2017 - you were detained and served enforcement documents RED.0001 

23/05/2017 - you were served further enforcement documents RED.0004 

23/05/2017 - you submitted further submissions which were rejected on 14/06/2017. 

29/06/2017 - sealed JR and grounds submitted which were rejected on 29/06/2017. 

29/06/201 7 - you refused to board your flight for your removal from the UK. 

30/06/20 l 7 - JR under consideration and is being expedited. 

13/07/2017 - MP representations received. 

24/07/2017 - rule 35 (3) allegation of torture received. 

Balancing risk factors against immigration control factors 

Although it is accepted that you are an adult at risk, it should be noted that the Medical 
Practitioner has not indicated that a period of detention is likely to cause you harm. 

You are an illegal entrant and a failed asylum seeker who has no basis of stay in the UK. You 
have previously failed to comply with your reporting restrictions missing 2 events; and refusing to 
leave the detention centre for your removal from the UK. It is considered that your detention is 
necessary to facilitate your removal from the UK. You are fully aware of how perilous your 
immigration status is and that removal action is being actively purposed to enforce your removal 
from the UK, making it less likely that you will comply with any further reporting restrictions. It is 
anticipated that your enforced removal will take place within a reasonable time frame of 
approximately 12 weeks including the prompt conclusion of your JR and MP representations. 

When balancing your indicators of vulnerability against the negative immigration factors above 
and the prospect of your removal is considered that the negative factors outweigh the risk in your 
particular circumstances. 

Conclusion 

For the reasons set out above, it is considered that your detention remains lawful and appropriate 
in the particular circumstances of your case and in the absence of any other information to show 
detention to be inappropriate, you will remain detained. 

A copy of this letter has been forwarded to your legal representative, where you have 
one. 

Yours sincerely, 
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